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                                Speaking the Truth in times of universal deceit is a revolutionary act.
George Orwell
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										Important!
			The Urban Survival School is considered one of the most elite Urban and Wilderness Survival Schools in existence. Learn life saving valuable skills and test your knowledge through life changing scenarios where your wit, courage and skills are put to the test. Do you have what it takes?

Prove it.

Due to high interest and long term training contracts, all classes are booked until July 2022. Sorry for any inconvenience!- Dr. Robert Urban 



		
																							


						
							
																
										Survival Tip Of The Week
			Many shooters, even experienced ones, flinch without realizing it. They anticipate the recoil of the weapon and move the weapon before the shot is actually taken, making them miss the mark. To prevent this, after you site in to the target, slowly pull the trigger. Keep building pressure as slowly and evenly as you can. The purpose is to get a "surprise trigger break" meaning that you don't know when the gun is going to fire and therefor you don't compensate or flinch in advance. By the way, our founder has a standing bet that anyone that outshoots him on the range wins dinner on him.
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